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Bowling Green, Ohio

Poindexter silent on arms sale
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan's former national security adviser refused yesterday to give Congress details of the secret sale of
to Iran or the diversion of
to Nicaraguan rebels. Vice
nt George Bush conceded that
the spiraling controversy has harmed
the administration, saying, "Clearly,
mistakes were made."

Vice Adm. John Poindexter became
the second recently-departed administration official to invoke the Fifth
Amendment in declining to answer
questions from the Senate Intelligence
Committee.
Sen. Patrick Leahy,. D-Vt., vice
chairman of the committee, vowed that
lawmakers would piece together the
facts "with or without them," and
other committee members said that

Senate committee will continue investigation

unspecified Cabinet secretaries will be
called to the panel's heavily guarded
room to testify.
While Congress continued delving
into the most serious crisis of the
Reagan presidency, there was increasa pressure for the departure of DonRegan, the president's powerful
chief of staff. But White House spokesman Larry Speakes said Regan has no
intention of leaving and said the president "has not asked him to leave."
REAGAN DID not discuss possible
staff changes when he spoke to businesswomen in the White House. Instead, he said he hoped the furor would
not undercut support for the contra
forces fighting the Sandinista govern-

ment in Nicaragua.
"We cannot let recent events distract
us from the cause of those brave fighters for freedom around the world,' he
said. As his audience applauded, ReaSan said, "Yes, you did just make my
ay."
Reagan could not have been as
pleased with the word he received
earlier in the day from key GOP congressional leaders. One participant,
speaking on condition he not be identified by name, said Reagan was advised
to seek changes in his administration.
Outside the White House, Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas
said the message to Reagan was this:
"There are going to be more and more

stories, every day there will be something new. Some other player will be
involved, somebody the president
never even heard of."
Bush's comments came in a speech
in which he said he fully supported
Reagan's decision to make secret arms
sales to Iran, but knew nothing of the
diversion of profits to the contra forces.
Reagan also says he knew nothing of
the diversion of funds until Attorney
General Edwin Meese III told him a
little more than a week ago.
IN VOICING strong words of support
for Reagan, Bush added. "There is no
denying that our credibility has been
damaged by this entire episode and its
aftermath.

Bush said the shaping of the Iranian
policy involved difficult choices and
was clouded by the way in which the
president's goals were executed, "specifically allegations about certain activities of the National Security Council
staff. Clearly, mistakes were made."
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, in France on an official trip,
said Reagan received bad advice from
aides advising him on a new policy
toward Iran.' AVhat he was trying to do
was to open an agreement and an
arrangement with people whom he had
been advised were of a far different
character than the people he was quite
properly denouncing as being fanatical
lunatics in Iran.
"I think unfortunately some of that
advice has not turned out to have been
accurate or correct," Weinberger said.
D See Investigation, page 3.

Panel chosen;
minorities post
search begins
by Melissa McGUltvray
staff reporter

A nine-member committee
has been selected to conduct a
national search for a new University affirmative action director.
The committee has alerted
affirmative action officers
across the country of the search
and has placed advertisements
for the post in regional newspapers, the Chronicle of Higher
Education, and Black Issues In
Higher Education.
Applications for the post of
affirmative action director
should be postmarked by Dec.
10, Marcia Buckenmyer, secretary for administrative staff
personnel services, said.
Buckenmyer said qualifications for the post are as follows:
a master's degree or a law degree or the equivalent, two to
four years administrative experience, knowledge of laws pertaining to equal opportunity, and
work experience in affirmative
action.
The committee is chaired by
Rolando Andrade, associate pro-

fessor of ethnic studies.
Suzanne Crawford, director of
the training program for continuing education, serves as interim affirmative action
director until a permanent replacement is found. Crawford
resigned as affirmative action
director last July.
THE SEARCH process began
in August under a different committee. However, the search
was suspended in October by
University President Paul Olscamp in response to a Faculty
Senate request.
Senate members had expressed concerns about whether
the original search committee,
which recommended two candidates for the position, represented a broad enough range
of minority interests, particularly women and black faculty
members.
As a result, five members of
the new committee were selected by the Faculty Senate,
while four members were selected by Olscamp.
Committee members include
D See Director, page 3.

Ron Fritz appointed
editor for spring
The Board of Student Publications last night chose Junior
journalism major Ron Fritz as
the editor of The BG News for
spring semester, 1M7.
Fritz, 20, from Brunswick,
made the jump from sports to
news this semester when he
became managing editor.
He also has been a news
writer, sports writer and assistant sports editor of the News.
His sports columns, "On the
Fritz, continue to appear on the
News'sports pages.
Fritz works weekends for the
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune

I

and was an intern for the past
two summers for the Medina
County Gazette.
A story he
wrote for the
Sentinel-Tribune in 1965
won the second place
award from
United Press
International Fritz
in Ohio for
best sports feature.
Fritz succeeds senior journalism major Mike Mdntyre, of
Lakewood.

™
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Aerobics for multiple sclerosis
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Diane Braschwitz, junior accounting major, leads about 70 students who participated in the Aerobic-a thon held last night at the Student
Recreation Center. The second annual event, sponsored by the University's Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS), was planned to help
raise money to fight MS.

Students aerobicize for MS
by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

Yesterday, when 75 University students participated in
the second annual Aerobic-athon in the Student Recreation Center, they helped
raise money for more than 2,000 people in northwest Ohio
who have multiple sclerosis,
Molly Morgenstern, program coordinator of the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society's northwest Ohio
chapter in Toledo, said the
Aerobic-a-thon was part of
the series of events to raise
money for the fight against
MS.
The event was sponsored by
University chapter of Stu-

dents Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS).
Morgenstern said 130 SAMS
groups at other universities
raise money for MS through
various competitions.
"The purpose of the program is to create an awareness of MS," Morgenstern
said. "This program needs
the support of students."
Ed Leedom, junior productions and operations management major and chairman of
the University's SAMS program, said participants were
to collect pledges for the 90minute program.
Pledges were taken for
each five minutes of aerobics
or in one lump sum, he said.
Morgenstern said last year

students in the Aerobic-a-thon
raised $700. This year the goal
is to raise $1,000, she said.
The money raised at the
Aerobic-a-thon will be sent to
the Toledo chapter, she said.
Morgenstern added that 60
percent of the money will be
used for wheelchairs, beds
and other accessories for
northwest Ohio residents.
The remaining portion will
be sent to the national research center in New York
City, she said. Research is
done there to help find a cure
for the 200 people who are
diagnosed with MS every
week, she said.
Leedom said the Aerobic-athon was only the "kickoff"
campaign for MS at the Uni-

versity. He said more volunteers are needed to facilitate
other programs such as the
lip-synch contest in February.
Morgenstern said this program will be co-sponsorea by
the SAMS program and MTV.
She said the lip-synch contest
is affiliated with the national
contest, which awards a free
concert to the college that
raises the most money for
MS.
Last year the music group
the Bangles performed a free
concert at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh,
Morgenstern said. She said
this year's performer hasn't
been chosen yet.

NRC wants Perry at full power Committee blocks
CINCINNATI (AP) - Charging that the
Perry nuclear power plant should not be
held hostage to licensing delays, attorneys
for the plant and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission yesterday asked a federal appeals court to approve a move toward full
power operation.
Attorneys for the NRC and the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co. asked the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for permission to
gradually move the northern Ohio power
plant from its current S percent operation
level to full power.
The plant's full-power operating license is
on hold while a three-judge panel of the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decides challenges by the state and the Ohio Citizens for
Responsible Energy. The panel heard oral
arguments for 90 minutes yesterday.
The State Attorney General's Office also
asked for time to complete a special task
force review of emergency evacuation plans
for communities around the 94.6 billion
plant, located on the Lake Erie shore 39
miles northeast of Cleveland. The citizen
group asked for a delay In moving the plant
to full power so the possibility of a severe

earthquake in the area can be re-evaluated.
The NRC and CEI said the plant's safety
and emergency plans are adequate, so the
court's stay on the full operating license
should be lifted. They said the state can
revise its emergency safety procedures for
communities around Perry while the plant
la moved toward full power.

CEI attorney Jay Silberg told the judges
that although consideration should be given
to the state's concerns about emergency
planning, "that doesn't mean that this plant
should sit hostage" in the meantime.
THE JUDGES gave no indication when a
decision would be made. The NRC granted a
full-power operating license Nov. 13. but the
court put it on hold until it decides the case.
The judges left that order in effect yesterday.
The plant, owned by a consortium of
utilities headed by CEI, has been operating
at t percent of generating capacity to allow
operational tests. Utility officials say the
gradual increase to full power will take
several months.
At issue U whether the plant should be
restricted to its current S percent while the
state and the citixen group raise their con-

cerns.
David Northrop, deputy chief counsel in
the attorney general's office, said the state
expects a final report Dec. 31 from a task
force appointed by Gov. Richard Celeste to
study disaster planning for the plant area.
lie said it appears there are'Very serious
problems with the current emergency
plans," which were developed by the state's
disaster services agency.
But NRC attorney William Briggs said
any changes in current plans can be made
while the plant moves toward full power. He
also said endless questions and concerns
could be raised about emergency planning.
"AT SOME point, this process must come
to an end," be said.
Dale Baich, attorney for the citizen group,
said the NRC should reopen its study of
Perry's ability to withstand earthquakes.
The group asked for more time following a
Jan. 31 earthqaake near the plant.
Briggs said the citizen group has not
presented any evidence that current construction is inadequate.
"It is not enough to say simply there has
been an earthquake and expect the record to
be opened," he said.

aid to El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
House subcommittee chairman
yesterday blocked the transfer
of $9 million to buy aircraft for
El Salvador's military, partly
because of the use of a Salvadoran airfield for secret, American-manned weapons flights
over leftist-ruled Nicaragua.
Rep. David Obey, D-Wis..
chairman of the House Appropriations foreign operations subcommittee, said he informed the
Reagan administration that he
was objecting to the so-called
^programming request, meaning that the fund transfer is at
least temporarily frozen.
OBEY SAID one reason for
blocking the funds was the controversy over secret White
House Involvement in diverting
money from Iran arms sales to
the Nicaraguan contra rebels.
An air resupply operation, re-

portedly financed with profits
from the sale, was basedat El
Salvador's Ilopango military
airport.
Obey said he would continue
the hold "until we have a chance
to sort out what is going on with
the administration's Nicaraguan policy."
The contra air resupply operation came to light Oct. 5 when an
arms-laden, American-manned
C-123K cargo plane was shot
down over southern Nicaragua
killing two Americans. A third
American, Eugene Hasenfus, is
being held captive in Nicaragua.
The 39 million was intended to
expand the Salvadoran air force
by about 20 percent, adding 6
UH-1H helicopters, four Hughes
MOD copters with mini-guns and
four 0-2 observation planes that
also can be equipped with rockets.
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Extra term good idea
Summertime, for many, is a chance to get
some much needed rest, take in a few rays,,
or get experience on a summer job. For others,
however, It is a necessary step to graduation or an
opportunity to enhance one's mind.
Those people are the ones who attend summer
classes at the Universtiy and because there are so
many in that situation, we believe Faculty Senate
made the right move by approving a third 8-week
summer term Tuesday.
The extra term will help students in dire need of
graduating, but who may get closed out of their
courses offered in other summer sessions. It also
would allow students a greater choice, making it
easier to get the variety of classes they may need
for their major.
The added term will benefit the University, as
well. That's because summer sessions make big
bucks, and if you increase the number of sessions,
you obviously increase the profits.
Many students complain of the hectic hustle and
bustle of the 5-week summer terms, since an entire
semester of term papers and tests are crammed
into such a short time-span. The extra 8-week term
would offer them more opportunity to choose a
relaxed schedule.
Included in the resolution that added the new
session was a provision in which allows for an
individual department to opt for the creation of two
10-week terms by combining the two 5-week terms
running from May 18 to July 24 and the two 5-week
terms running from June 8 to Aug. 14. This could
further alleviate the strains of condensing a class
into 5 weeks.
The extra session, running from June 8 to July 31,
would be a much needed convenience to students
like high school athletic coaches who have a job
which requires them to be back to work in early
August.
This resolution should adequately serve the
needs of the vast majority of summer students. Any
additional sessions would probably push the University's faculty and resources to the saturation
point.

Muzzling the apathy hounds
by Mary Menuez

Did anyone happen to read the
editorial by Mizell Stewart m
that ran in yesterday's paper? If
you didn't, don't worry. Ill tell
you all about it.
In an editorial entitled "Student voices should do more than
lip-sync Bruce," Stewart used
the current Springsteen debate
as the latest example of student
apathy. How original. It seems
to me the average student can't
fart in a closet without being
accused of apathy anymore.
And I am sick, sick, sick of it.
First of all, my column is not
meant to be a point-by-point
rebuttal of Stewart's words.
However, his column uses a lot
of the standard rhetoric that
that most apathy hounds bring
up. So perhaps we could use him
as an example this one time. I'm
sure he won't mind.
At one point Stewart states,
"It galls me that nothing else on
the editorial page that day motivated this many people to respond." It galls you, huh? Well it
galls me to see howpoorly some
of the editorials in The News are
written.
It is the responsibility of the
writer to catch the interest of the
reader. It is not the job of the
reader to wade through three
feet of crap and insults to find
one measly point. Thus, if The
News receives little editorial
response, perhaps it is the fault
of the writers, myself included,
and not because of apathy.
It is also important to realize
that very few students have time
to write to The News. I'm positive of my accuracy when I say
that most BG students have

some sort of part-time Job on top
of their class load and social
activities. With that kind of
schedule, who has time to"respond" as The BG News invites
them to do?
I read an article a couple of
weeks ago about how Amy Carter had been arrested for the
third time in a year while protesting. Good for her. But I'll bet
a Billy beer that Amy doesn't
have to work in a dorm cafeteria
for her spending money.
I strongly believe that actions
speak louder than words. I can
write columns till my fingers rot
off, but if I never act on any of
my convictions then I am pretty
useless. Even Craig Hergert
sings at peace rallies - which is
pretty groovy.
My roommate is an example

of someone who acts on her
beliefs. She volunteers as a
Campus Big Sister and a tutor.
She also works at a Saturday
morning clinic for the handicapped! On the other hand, she
doesn't write letters to The BG
News or attend student protests.
Our campus is saturated with
organizations geared toward action and community service.
Even though it wrenches my
heart to say this, an obvious
example are the greeks. Each
sorority and fraternity has its
own charity that it supports
through various fundraisers.
Another example is Volunteers
in Progress, which organizes
Adopt-a-Grandparent, Campus
Big Sisters and Big Brothers,
and tutoring.
I'm not saying that volunteer
work is the only way to make a

stand and become involved. I
am saying that I'd rather see
someone working at the Senior
Citizens Center than writing
some biting editorial about Reagan's policy towards the elderly.
In conclusion, let me say that I
am not lashing out at Mizell
alone, but at all the people he
represents who believe that students are apathetic. Whether or
not a student writes a letter to
The News is not an accurate
means of Judging his involvement in society's problems. The
quiet and often unnoticed work
he does toward changing the
situation is.
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Menuez, a sophomore special ' 1
education major from Millers- -I
burg Is a columnist for The "■
News.

Letters
Acquaintance rape:
Who can you trust?
There is a problem on this
campus - a problem that most
likely is widespread across the
country. I am talking about acquaintance rape.
So far this semester I know
two women who have been the
victims of acquaintance rape.
Rape is a brutal crime and I
believe it is even more brutal
when it is committed by someone you know because then the
victim may possess even more
feelings of unwarranted guilt guilt that should not be held by
the victim, but by the person
who committed the crime.
The first thing a rape victim is
told to do is go directly to the
hospital. One of my friends did
do that but Wood County Hospital employees refused to give
her an examination because she
had not gone to the police. Such
action is irresponsible on the
part of Wood County Hospital.
They had the gall to tell her to go
to her family doctor. If you can't
turn to your community hospital, where can you turn?
Acquaintance rape is something a lot of people don't know
about, let alone talk about. It is a
frightening and humiliating experience that no person should
have to go through. People
should become aware of the
problem. If there is not widespread knowledge about the
crime, then there is little we can
do to stop it.
My one friend regrets not calling the police-she wishes she
had taken action. She also knows

that if this ever happens to her
again, the police would be notified.
A woman is not safe walking
alone at night. Is a woman now
not safe trusting friends?
Kristtne Dahm
519 Ridge Street

Coverage appreciated
On behalf of the cast and crew
of "H.M.S. Pinafore", I would
like to thank you for the excellent coverage in your November
20th issue.
I felt the photographs by
Gayle Hammon and Erica
Heidebrink's article were both
superb representations of the
production process. We are sure
that' 'Anchors Away!'' added an
appropriate "plus to our audience attendance. Your generosity is greatly appreciated.
Richard HeUdobler
Director/Choreographer

Olscamp comment
promotes sexism
Does Dr. Olscamp suffer from
stunted emotional development,
or is he simply not aware of the
responsibilities inherent in his
position? We are not involved
with the Campus Escort Service. Nor are we associated with
Women For Women. However,
in common with all responsible
members of the University community, we are concerned with
the problem of sexism on campus.
The Escort Service is based
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upon the premise that any
woman may feel sure of the
integrity of the escort whose
services she requires.
Dr. Olscamp's Juvenile comment-"What a way to meet
girls"-makes a mockery of
this central premise. According
to Dr. Olscamp's conception of
the role of the escort, he must
see his charge in terms of a
Eotential sexual partner. What
ope is there of combating sexism on this campus when the
president himself is a veritable
bastion of sex (liscrimination?
Sean Holmes
Paul Henggeler
Dept. of History

Drug needle program
could prevent AIDS
In regards to the Nov. 11 BG
News editorial entitled "Giving
Needles Won't Stop AIDS" - the
editorial stated that "It is absurd to supply illegal drug paraphernalia to addicts" and
asked, "Who in their right mind
would support such an idea?"
Well, I would support the idea
and would also like to ask the
editors bow well they had researched the facts on AIDS,
especially as it poses a threat to
the community.
Do the editors realize what a
devastating and debilitating disease AIDS is? AIDS does not
have a cure. A person with AIDS
lives approximately two to five
years. AIDS is not fust a disease
of the gay population but is
rapidly becoming a disease of
the heterosexual community.
The virus is spreading into the

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Edttortal Editor
lit* BG News
211 West Han

heterosexual community mainly
by three routes: sexual encounters with bisexual men, sexual
encounters with I.V. drug users,
and sexual encounters with
frestitutes, who are often also
V. drug users.
One must ask how can the
spread of AIDS into the heterosexual community be prevented? The most important
way is by educating the public
on safe sex practices. Another
intervention would be to supply
clean needles to I.V. drug users.
Yes, this is making the access
to needles easier, but either

way, an addict is going to abuse
dnies. The program in New
York City is set up so an addict
must return an old needle in
order to obtain a clean syringe.
Authorities could use the process of supplying needles to the
addicts as an opportunity to
educate them on the prevention
of AIDS and on resources available to help them overcome
their addictions.
It seems to me that this is an
issue of deciding which is the
greater problem i the problem of
supplying needles to addicts,
which appears to condone the

act of drug abuse but could be
used in a resourceful manner by
preventing the spread of AIDS
and providing an opportunity for
education; or the problem of the
potential epidemic spread of a
lethal disease throughout the
heterosexual community-

,.
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,
¥

Action is needed to stop the
rad of this disease. Let's give
New York City program a
chance to see if it works!
KrisKnauer
215 Manvffie B

Torture policies common
by Kevin Burns

Editor's Note: Parts of the following have been
reprinted from "Against Torture", Amnesty International, 1984.
Torture does not occur simply because individual torturers are sadistic, even if testimonies
verify that they often are. The reports of torture
and Ql-treatment from over 90 countries demonstrate the presence of a conscious decision to
torture by some governments and the lack of any
will to stop it by any other.
While governments universally and collectively
condemn torture, more than a third of the world's
governments have used or tolerated torture or illtreatment of prisoners in the 1980s.
The methods vary: for example, the long used
"falanga" (beating on the soles of feet); the
Syrians' "Black slave," an electrical apparatus
that inserts a heated metal skewer into the bound
victim's anus; the "cachots noirs" in Rwanda,
black cells totally devoid of light in which prisoners have been held for up to a year or longer;
"Pain-causing drugs" administered forcibly to
prisoners of conscience in Soviet psychiatric hospitals, electrodes, etc. and the list goes on and on.
Victims include people of all social classes, age
groups, trades, professions, and political or religious views. In El Salvador, children have reportedly been tortured, and in Iran children held with
their mothers in prison cells, have been forced to
witness the torture of their mothers. Foreign
nationals seeking asylum in the Congo have been
tortured to force them to confess to espionage.
The agencies involved in torture give an indication of the degree of governmental responsibility
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for it. Frequently several military and police
intelligence units as well as police forces and
prison employees are implicated, thus demonstrating the widespread institutionalization of the
Be. The general picture that emerges of
agencies is often one of groups specially
to torture, who have an elevated view of
their role in protecting state security against
"subversives.
Torture most often occurs during a detainee's,
first days in custody. These vulnerable hours are
usually spent incommunicado, when the security,
forces maintain total control over the fate of the;
detainee, and deny access to relatives, lawyers or
independent doctors. Therefore, trials of political
detainees in military court and the lack of anyindependent means to examine and record »
prisoner's medical condition allow the security'
forces to conceal evidence of torture from law«
yen, civilian magistrates, independent doctors'
and others who would be capable of taking action'
against their illegal activites.
Amnesty International-BGSU Campus Group is
the local chapter working for the fair trial, proper
treatment, and release of all prisoners of cooscience. Also vis a series of movies and presentations, we hope to bring about an awareness which
would help to create the political will needed to
stop torture. Anyone interested should contact':.
Amnesty International, c/o College of Technology.
Kevin Burns, a graduate assistant in technoli
from Athens, Ohio, is the Secretary of Alt
Campus Group.
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Senior 'behind the scenes' of TV City to restrict
by Erica Hddebrtnk
reporter

Taking a bite out of a slice of
life can be a good experience for
a college student. Senior broadcast journalism major Kelly
Swoope is doing just that.
Swoope works as a news
trainee at WTVG-TV in Toledo.
This position will help her to
complete a required off-campus
internship credit for her major.
But she says it does more than
fulfill a requirement.
"I've talked to the news director and different people, and
their emphasis is on experience.
Some people get out of college
and they can't do this or they do
that, but 111 have experience in
my favor," she said. "I'll be
able to say that I worked at a
television station for a year."
Swoope helps Public Affairs
Director Bill Harris research
topics and schedule guests for
the station's public affairs pro-

Director
D Continued from page 1.
Crawford; Eloise McKitric, assistant professor of home economics; Malcolm Campbell,
professor of education; Kathleen Howard-Merriam, associate professor of political
science; Larry Jones, research
assistant in political science;
Manuel Vadillo, director of minority student services; Charlotte Starnes, crime prevention
coordinator for public safety;
and Phil Mason, executive assistant to Olscamp. '
The original committee was
Sected by Mason and Susan
Idwell, director of administrative staff personnel services.
Crawford said anyone interested should contact Caldwell.

grams. Occasionally she tapes
interviews for the programs.
She also works on Sundays helpinsr with the weekend news.
'It (working at the station)
has its pros
and cons. It's
food because
ve learned

a lot of

things, like
how to edit,"
she said.
"But I wish
that I could
be on the air. _ 00
That's Just a S" **
policy of the station. They don't
let any interns do air work."
SHE PREFERS hard news
and would like to eventually be a
foreign news correspondent, she
said.
Swoope puts in up to 30 hours a
week. She gets paid minimum
wage for 20 of those hours. The
rest is volunteer work.
Besides being a student and an
intern, Swoope works at the Stu-

Investigation
D Continued from page 1.
Meanwhile. Transportation Department documents show that
a former CIA air transport company, said to have played key
roles in both arms sales to Irans
and shipments to the Nicaraguan rebels, flew more than 400
tons of cargo this year into an
air base used by an Americanmanned Contra resupply operation.
Southern Air Transport of
Miami reported it made IS
flights into a military airport in
El Salvador. The flights coincide
with creation of an air resupply
wing to carry weapons to the
Contra rebels - an effort that
government sources said anonymously was managed by North.
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dent Recreation Center six to
nine hours a week. She is also
president of People in Communications, a campus organization for minority students
interested in communications.
"I Just have to fit studying in
between," she said. "It takes up
a lot of my time. I really don't
have much of a social fife because I know that I have to
work. When I'm not at work, I
have to get my homework
Swoope says she looks at students on campus differently
now. "I see that a lot of my
friends and peers have a lot of
growing up to do. When you get
out in the real world they take
things a lot more seriously," she
said. "It's definitely very dogeat-dog."
"The women (at the station)
find me a threat, and that's what
hurt me when I first began. I'm
a college student, and I want to
learn from these women, but
they're very cold," she said.
While the administration
awaited appointment of an independent counsel to investigate
the once-secret arms sale to
Iran and the tunneling of profits
through a Swiss bank account to
Nicaraguan forces, Senate leaders appeared headed for creation of a single
"supercommittee" to conduct
its own probe.
Senate GOP Leader Bob
Dole said he is looking for an
informal way to begin the panel's work before January, and
said Reagan is still considering
calling a special session of Congress to accomplish that goal.
But both Sen. Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia, the incoming Democratic leader, and
Rep. Jim Wright of Texas, ex-

"NATURALLY YOU'RE
going to be looking for a Job
after graduation. You want to
get as much as you can out of
this internship," Swoope said.

daytime parking
on Crim Street

"You want to learn from people
who have experience, and
they're treating me as if I'm
going to take their Jobs away.

by Beth Murphy
copy editor

"I feel that working here has
given me the experience of
working in the real world. It's
not going to hit me too hard
when I get a job because I know
what to expect," she said. "But
a lot of my friends are living in
this fantasy-land that they're
going to get a job and people are
going to be nice. It's not that
easy."

Parking on Crim Street will
be prohibited weekdays from
7 a.m. to 4 p.m. as soon as
"No Parking" signs are in
place, possibly sometime during Christmas break, according to public works director
Dave Barber.
Presently, there is a temporary no-parking situation instead of the normal two-hour
limit on Crim because of
street construction.
The parking restriction will
be in effect for 120 days, the
result of a compromise
reached Tuesday night by the
Traffic Commission because
of a close vote on the ordinance.
"Over the course of the last
several years, I've received
comments and complaints
from residents there, said
Barber, who voted in favor of
the parking restriction. "It's
been a problem for us as long
as I've been here."

"In some ways college has
prepared me, but the majority
of what I've learned (has come)
from hands-on experience,"
Swoope said. "I recommend to
everyone, I don't care what major: do an internship."
pected to serve as speaker of the
House in the new Congress, were
reported cool to Reagan's call
for a Joint House-Senate committee. The last such panel was
set up 45 years ago, In the wake
of the Japanese surprise attack
on Pearl Harbor.
Until the new Senate panel
is established, the Senate Intelli!;ence Committee is taking the
ead in Congress in digging into
the controversy. Poindexter became the second former administration official to cite his Fifth
Amendment protection against
self-in crimination.
North, the man identified by
Meese as the administration official with precise knowlege of
the operation, did so on Monday.

He said the parked vehicles
cause problems for streetsweeping and leaf-collection
equipment as well as inconveniences for residents.
"I don't think it's appropriate for students to use the
street as a parking lot," be
added. "I don't think it's up to
local residents to put up with
that."
Supporters from both sides

Seniors—

of the issue attended the
meeting, but the majority favored making no changes,
according to police chief Galen Ash.
FTVE OF the seven traffic
commissioners were present,
voting 3-2 in favor of the trial
period. Ash and Jim
Ostrowski cast the dissenting
votes.
The criteria and justification for the change weren't
satisfactory in Ash's opinion.
He added that it may be more
difficult for students to park
and said he is concerned
about discrimination against
students.
"We're here to serve the
needs of the community, and
the University is part of the
community whether some
people like it or not," Ash
said.
The two-hour parking limit
on Crim Street has always
been "vigorously enforced."
he added, with about 500 tickets having been issued on
Crim and Troup streets combined since Jan. 1.
Ash said he was concerned
that this action would establish a precedent for restrictions on other streets such as
Troup.
The commission will reevaluate the effectiveness of
the parking ban after the trial
period ends.
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History instructor
'entertains' classes
by Trida Courtney
reporter

Style versus substance.
Paul Henggeler, doctoral fellow in the History Department,
questions what motivates students when they choose a prof essor, specifically in history.
Henggeler, who can frequently be seen sporting a New
York Yankees baseball cap and
searching the ground for dirty
combs to hang up with the rest of
his collection, said he feels that
students are shortchanging
themselves and their professors.
Henggeler has found that
some history students prefer
him as opposed to other professors of history, and he wants to
know why he's being singled out.
"Just because I'm more entertaining, with more style perhaps, than substance, when the
real professors who are very
gent but who may be borj in the classroom have a lot tc
offer and are better-educated
than I am," Henggeler said.
He said he believes students
shouldn't be taking classes be

BG N«ws/Gayie Hammon
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cause they are entertaining.
"Some of the best professors
I've ever bad also happen to be
the most boring. They happen to
have a wealth of knowlege," he
said.
Although Henggeler doesn't
believe mat all boring teachers
are the best, he does believe a
student should focus on the intelligence of the professors.
He adds that students
shouldn't be afraid to take socalled "boring" professors.
"There are professors on this
campus who don't see it their job
to entertain. You do that for kids
and at a college level things are
supposed to change," he said.
If someone were to ask which
teacher they should choose for
history, Henggeler is not sure he
would recommend himself.
As a former teacher of juvenile delinquents in Troy, near
Dayton, Henggeler said he knew
what it was lute to have to be
entertaining.
"I would literally have to put
on those big nose and glasses.
And I'm finding that to some
degree, I'm having to do that at
a college level as well," he said.
Henggeler said the problem
not only exists on campus but in
politics and journalism as well.
In fact, a great deal of his lectures on the history of journalism focus on the ability of
charismatic political figures to

r—

LEATHER ACCESSORIES

manipulate the press in their
favor.
IN HIS FIRST college-level
history course at Cortland State
University in New York, he received a D-.
"What eventually happened
was that the guy (instructor)
was so interesting, he inspired
me despite the fact that I was
doing so miserably," he said.
At SI, Henggeler said he realizes be has a lot to learn but
suggests that the solution to
being more interesting might lie
in being yourself. This value is
clearly projected with one
glance at his office.
On one wall hangs his "rat
collection" which displays pictures of his pet rat and rats in
history. Included are pictures of
President Reagan ana Richard
Nixon. The other wall will find
you staring at the smiling faces
of Captain Kirk and Mr.
as well as Lucille Ball,
Benson, and Captain Kangaroo.
Just below that Is the dirty comb
collection.
He also admits that the subject matter is an important part
of an interesting course (he
hates statistics too), and he realizes that students are more attracted to the "sexier" classes.
If I was constructing courses,
I would try to make history
more appealing in its topics," he
said.
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Learning by doing
Saturday Clinic teaches kids to read

Jay Otermat. 9. and Brian Herrlck, 9. race to say the words on the cards being held by graduate student Bob Griffith

Photos and
story by:
Rob (Jpton

If you happen to walk through the Education Building some
Saturday morning and see children and adults with their hands in a
tabletop full of shaving cream or pudding, don't be alarmed. It's
only some graduate students teaching people to read.
Every Saturday morning, while most University students may
be sleeping off the effects of the previous night's partying, a handful
of graduate students can be found at the Reading Center tutoring
reading disabled students.
One of the services offered by the center is the Saturday Reading
Clinic, an eight-week program of three-hour sessions each Saturday.
Teachers at the Saturday Clinic use some unorthodox methods.
The most notable is the VAKT (Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetlc,
Tactile) method. VAKT is a multi-sensory approach which incorporates all of the student's senses in the learning process.
"VAKT is a method of bombarding the brain with stimuli," said
Robert Cooler, director of the Reading Center. "It's a more effective
way of getting information to the brain."
VAKT is used when traditional methods are ineffective, or
sometimes just for fun. Some of the VAKT activities include writing
words in shaving cream, pudding or sand and using finger paints to
spell out words.
"We try to make learning fun," Cooler said. "Interest and
motivation are 95 percent of the baUgame in learning."
He added that the students are encouraged to read for fun instead
of watching television. Cooler cited a recent national study which
showed a negative relationship between television viewing and
reading proficiency.
Another teaching tool is the Language Experience Approach
method. LEA involves the student and teacher sharing a common
experience and having the student tell the teacher about that
experience in his or her own words.
From this explanation, the teacher picks out words the student
used but may not be able to spell. In this way the student generates
vocabulary words of his or her own. The experience can be any
ordinary activity, but the Saturday Clinic uses short field trips to
locations close to campus.
Cooler said each student enrolled in the Saturday Clinic first
receives diagnostic testing to establish the severity of the student's
reading problems. Then an individualized program is set up for each
student.
"The problems range from the mild 'corrective' reader to the
more severe reading disabled," he said.
Cooter described the "corrective" reader as a marginally successful reader who needs additional learning to bring him up to the
reading level of his age group and grade placement. The reading
disabled have more severe problems which need more intensified
instruction in the areas of phonics, comprehension and survival
skills.
Cooter said another primary function of the Reading Center is as a
training center for graduate students working toward advanced
degrees in reading education.
All students currently working at the Reading Center are certified
teachers in Ohio.
In addition to the Saturday Clinic, the Reading Center offers a
variety of tutoring services. Included are a one-time diagnostic test
and a report on a student's reading proficiency and an after-school
clinic for students with mild to moderate reading problems.
The Saturday Clinic program is offered to students of all ages
from all over northwest Ohio. Cooter said the fees charged to
parents for the clinic are much lower than if the same services were
provided through private sources.
Enrollment in the Saturday Clinic is currently IS students, down
from the normal average of 20 students, Cooter said. The program
can handle a maximum of 30 students a semester, and he said he
believes enrollment is down because of a lack of publicity.
"As a non-profit organization, our budget does not allow for
advertising," Cooter said.

Graduate student Krlsti Schmucker helps her student. David Gesler, 18, spread
out finger paints so he can practice writing words.

An LEA trip the previous Saturday provided these students with the vocabulary words they are using In a mock
TV news broadcast.
Lindsay Schwegman. 7, fishes for words she can use In a sentence
while graduate student Louise Kukucka looks on.

Elsewhere
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Sheriff accused of bigotry
METAIRIE, La. (AP)-A sheriff who
instructed his deputies to stop blacks found
in white neighborhoods as a way to fight
crime backed off from his order yesterday
■Kler accusations of bigotry and threats of
lawsuits.
"I think I did make a mistake," said
Sheriff Henry Lee of Jefferson Pariah in
suburban New Orleans. He also apologized
to blacks and others whom he might have
offended.
But a civil liberties advocate continued to
demand the resignation of Lee, who said
when he announced the order Tuesday that
blacks in a white area are likely "up to no
food."

KEGEL SAID the ACLU was happy that
Lee had changed his mind. But it remains
concerned that harassment of blacks may
be a covert department policy, and that his
statement would encourage bigots who live
in the parish to act on their feelings, she
said.

"A public official can't expect to release
that kind of poison and expect to be allowed
to go on his way and remain in office." said
Martha Kegel, Louisiana executive director
for the American Civil Liberties Union.
Lee said he changed his mind about the
constitutionality of what he had planned
after looking at some 1963 civil rights rulings and getting a flood of calls opposed to
his plan.
Lee said no blacks were stopped in the 24
hours before be canceled his order, which he
said Tuesday was needed to fight a rising
wave of street crime.
He said he planned to meet as soon as
possible with officials for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People and other black groups.

"The damage has already been done.
Nothing short of his resignation can make
up to the black community and anyone who
believes that people shouldn't be judged by
the color of their skin," she said.
Lee said deputies would continue to stop
anyone they might reasonably suspect of
having committed a crime and would continue increased patrols to fight an increase
in armed robberies.

Report links PMS, thyroids
Hormone supplement may relieve women's symptoms, doctor says
BOSTON (AP) - Thyroid hormone pills can relieve premenstrual syndrome for many
women whose symptoms appear
to be linked with sluggish thyroid glands, suggests a new,
preliminary report.
The study found often-mild
thyroid deficiencies in 94 percent of the victims of premen
strual syndrome who were
tested. Those who took thyroid
pills "reported complete relief
from the symptoms oi PMS."
However, several experts said
they doubt that underactlve thyrtids- what's known as hypothyroidism- contribute to
premenstrual syndrome for
moat victims of the common
disorder.
The apparent link between the

thyroid gland and premenstrual
syndrome was discovered by
Dr. Nora Brayshaw of the Bio
psychiatry Center in Watchung,
N.J. The results of her preliminary experiments were published as a letter in today's New
England Journal of Medicine.
In an interview, she said she
has found more than 300 women
"where the correlation is absolutely profound" between premenstrual syndrome and
underactive thyroids, and said
she has used thyroid pills routinely to treat them.
"I AM so sure I know it works
that when it doesn't, I've been
able to find a problem." such as
drinking or drugs, that interferes with the thyroid supplements, Brayshaw said.
Brayshaw said low thyroid

function may not actually cause
PMS. Instead, the two problems
could be the result of some
broader underlying hormonal
disorder. But she said she believes virtually everyone with
Cremenstrual syndrome has
lyroid deficiencies.
The reaction of several other
experts to Brayshaw's work
ranged from cautious support to
skepticism.
At the National Institute of
Mental Health. Dr. David Rubinow said he found it amazing
that nearly all the PMS victims
showed thyroid abnormalities
and that all of them could have
responded to the treatment.
'1 think that she is probably
on to something, that there is
probably a group of people for
whom this may be a relevant
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biological clue," he said. But he
added that a "great deal more
rigorously obtained and wellcontrolled data is needed."
Dr. Arthur Prange of the University of North Carolina and
president of the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology, said the research doesn't
mean that all or even most cases
are caused by low thyroid function, "but I bet there is a subset
in whom it really can be demonstrated."
But Dr. Lawrence Wood of
Massachusetts General Hospital
noted that one in 10 women have
failing thyroid glands by the
time they reach age tf.
"I DON'T think her hypothesis
that everyone who has PMS is
thyroid deficient is necessarily
true, and there are people who
are on thyroid (hormone) and
still have PMS," said Wood,
president of the Thyroid Foundation of America.
Dr. John Steege of Duke University estimates that about 7
percent of American women of
child-bearing age have PMS
that's severe enough to interfere
with their daily activities.

News Digest
Task force compromises
on teen-age sex report
COLUMBUS (AP) - A governor's task force on teen-age
sex put the finishing touches
yesterday on a report described by some members as
a compromise but by others
as too conservative.
"We're talking about a
compromise, and I think
that's a very important point
from my point of view. No one
got everything they wanted,
not even the chairperson,"
said Dr. Antoinette Parisi
Eaton, chairwoman of the

Task Force on Adolescent
Sexuality and Pregnancy apKinted by Gov. Richard Ceite.

The task force listed schoolbased health clinics as an
option that communities
could explore, but they were
not listed as a recommendation, a move that disappointed Jane McCoy, a
committee member from Columbus.
"The conservative elements on the task force have
prevailed," she said.

Cells have Achilles' heel
NEW YORK (AP)-Some
cancer cells that resist chemotherapy apparently expel
the drugs through "chemical
pumps," but scientists hope
they can sabotage that defense, according to new studies from several laboratories.

Further research may
someday allow doctors to hinder the pumping operation in
cancer cells, or even activate
it in healthy cells to help them
withstand the poisonous
onslaught of chemotherapy,
scientists said in interviews.

The suspected pump is a
chain-like protein that snakes
in and out of cell walls. While
it serves some unknown function in normal cells, drug-resistant cells have the protein
in unusually high amounts.

Resistance of cancer cells
to multiple drugs is a key
problem of chemotherapy.
Some cancers, like those of
the colon and lung, resist
drugs from the outset, while
others acquire resistance in
the course of chemotherapy.

Cleveland Zoo going Chinese
CLEVELAND (AP)-By
early summer, Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo should be
able to exhibit several rare
and unusual animals indigenous to China as a result of a
recently negotiated trade
agreement with Wuhan Zoo in
China's Hubei Province.

for the people living in this
region of the United States to
see some of the rare and
beautiful wildlife from China.
It's a major development for
us and for the people in our
area, especially in terms of
culture and education," Lou
Tsipis, director of the Cleveland zoo, said yesterday.

That development marks a
trend among major zoos in
the state to acquire animals
from China through negotiated agreements.
' 'This is a great opportunity

Tsipis and five other zoo
employees returned Nov. 22
from an Asian trip that included negotiations with officials of Hubei, Ohio's sister
province in central China.
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1983 murder still unsolved

'Nuclear winter'
project delayed

N.Y. sources suspect Iranian nationals in Ohio man's death
AKRON (AP) - James Perry
■aid yesterday that be believes
New York state police are still
Mamgi about the reasons for
tbekming of bis father, whose
body was found in a New York
lake nearly four years ago.

New York State police officer
who has retired and become a
private investigator, has suggested that George Perry may
nave received $20 million from
Iranian sources for the purchase
of weapons.
Instead of buying the weapons, Starace contends, George
Perry may have stashed toe
money in a Swiss bank account
and may have been murdered in
retaliation.
Joseph Brown, who served as
Orange County, N.Y., district
attorney when Perry's body was
found, also said this week that

The commwits from the 26year-old son of former Portage
County resident George Perry
come on the heels of comments
from New York authorities that
the slaying may have had connections with Iranian nationals
and weapons purchases.
Thomas Stance, a former

BG News applications
available
for Spring semester

the original investigation into
the death turned up a connection
with Iranian nationals.
"It developed in the course of
the investigation that there was
a trail of drug dealing and arms
dealing intertwined in the murder investigation," he said.
BUT JAMES Perry, in a
phone interview from his law
office in Charlotte, N.C., said his
conversations with New York
State Police have led him to
believe they really don't know
why his father was shot to death.
''Senior Investigator Bill
Sprague doesn't think the Iranian connection is a particularly
strong one." he said, adding the
only possible linkage that had
apparently been investigated involved sales of agricultural
products to Iran.
James Perry said he had spoken to Sprague early yesterday
and the investigator confirmed
there basically had been no new
leads in the case since the first
six or 12 months of the investiga-

Pick up applications at
214 West Hall
due by 5 p.m. Dec. 9.

tion.
Sprague told The Associated
Press in a phone interview from
New York he could not comment
on the details of the case, but he
said there was no known motive
for the Perry murder.
"There's no evidence I know
of that involves arms sales to
Iran," he added, while refusing
to discuss anything relative to
the sale of drugs or agricultural
products.

SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) A long-awaited experimental
brush fire to study whether
smoke and dust from an
atomic war would trigger a
"nuclear winter" was
scrubbed yesterday after a
helicopter crashed while igniting a test bum.
The pilot escaped serious
injury, but the accident left in
doubt when the 1750,000 experiment would be performed.

The body of Perry's father,
bullets in his head and weights
on his body, was discovered by a
fisherman on April 8, 1963.
Perry, 64, had been working for
a Brazilian heavy equipment
manufacturing and import-export firm.
The New York Times reported
in June 1983 that detectives had
learned that Perry was acting as
a go-between for a weapons deal
between the firm, Still Corp.,
and a former Iranian government official. The Times said
the deal fell through.

Gordon Rowley, fuels management officer for the U.S.
Forest Service and the official with the final say on the
burn, said the fire would be
rescheduled for Friday at the
earliest. If it does not take
place by Dec. 15 or 16. it will
probably have to be delayed
until June because of difficulty in assembling the
needed firefignting aircraft
under favorable weather conditions, he said.
Two of the planes that were

to have observed the burn
promptly left the area to
watch another, smaller controlled burn yesterday near
San Diego, said Bernie Zak.
scientist with Sandia National
Laboratory in New Mexico.
"It's very disappointing,"
said Joel Levine, atmospheric chemist for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. "No other
experiment will answer the
questions we were planning to
address. I think everyone's
disappointed."
THE CHOPPER was
dumping thickened gasoline
to start a 5-acre preliminary
burn around 10:40 a.m. when
the cable suspending the
torch from the bottom of the
aircraft snagged on telephone
lines, causing the crash,
county fire Capt. Garry Oversby said. He said smoke from
the test bum may have
blocked the pilot's view of the
wire.
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DON'T
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All majors.
All career areas.
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in your field
Full academic credit
"Housing provided
Internships available
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'Mouse' leads CSCI
over St. Joseph
CLEVELAND (AP) - Ken
McFadden scored 32 points
and keyed a furious secondhalf rally as Cleveland State
overcame a 16-point deficit to
defeat St. Joseph, Pa., 8M0,
in a non-conference college
basketball game hut night.
Tlie game was a rematch of
a second-round contest in the
NCAA tournament last
March when Cleveland State
beat St. Joseph 75-69. Cleveland State is 2-1, while St.
Joseph is 0-1.
Greg Mullee tied the game
8W10 with two free throws
with 38 seconds remaining
before McFadden put Cleveland State ahead 82-80 as he
made two foul shots with 5

seconds left.
The Vikings iced the victory with another McFadden
foul shot and two by Shawn
Hood.
St. Joseph broke from a 3434 halftone tie and outscored
Cleveland State 28-12 over the
first 10V4 minutes of the second half to take a 62-46 lead.
St. Joseph still led 68-64
with 6:25 remaining before
McFadden sparked the outburst which enabled Cleveland State to pull ahead 75-74
on a Clinton Ransey jumper
with 2:31 left.
Ransey scored 16 points for
Cleveland State. James Flint
led six St. Joseph double-figure scorers with 15.

Miami edges
Dayton in OT
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) - Eric Newsome scored on a driving lay up
with three seconds remaining in overtime, after his team had come
back from a nine-point deficit with 58 seconds left in regulation time,
as Miami University defeated Dayton 73-71 in college basketball last
Newsome finished with 19 points to pace Miami, now 2-0. Anthony
Corbitt had 15 points and Ed Young 12 for Dayton, 1-1.
Miami had trailed by 62-53 with 58 seconds left in regulation time
when Eddie Schilling tallied eight points in the last 48 seconds to
enable the Redskins to tie Dayton, 64-64, with one second left in the
game. Schilling fouled Dayton's Dan Christie, who missed the first
half of a one-and-one free throw situation to send the game into
overtime.

Let Santa
or his helper
deliver your
balloon bouquet

The Balloonman

Akron trounces Falcons
Zips score first 16 points en route to 79-52 win
AKRON - It was gruesome.
It was ghastly. It was gory.
Pick an adjective or feel free
to substitute one of your own.
You see, just about any of
these type of words correctly
describes Akron's 79-52 win over
Bowling Green last night in front
of 2.968 fans at Rhodes Arena.
The Zips came out smoking
and never stopped in a contest
which wasn't even as close as
the score would indicate.
"I can't ever remember getting such a quick start," said
Akron center Doug Schutz, who
finished with 13 markers. "I
guess only in football did I ever
get such a big lead."
How bad was it?
Well, Akron took a twotouchdown lead just minutes into the game. The Zips jumped to
a 14-0 advantage five minutes into the contest.
How bad was it?
BG didn't score until Steve
Martenet hit a short shot with

"Akron wasn't trying to make
friends with us. They beat us in
every phase of the game."

«*

rwfc

12:46 remaining left in the half
to make it 16-2.
How bad was it?
The Falcons only took one shot
during the first seven minutes.
Children under 16 should not
have been allowed in without being accompanied by an adult.
''Akron wasn't trying to make
friends with us," said BG firstyear coach Jim Larranaga
whose team is now 1-1.
"They simply beat us in every
phase of the game."
Akron, 2-1, can attribute its
sizeable early lead to a stingy

The Wolverines, 3-1, led 3531 at halftime and came out of
the dressing room for the
second half to stifle the Chippewas. Michigan outscored
Central Michigan 17-6 over
the first nine minutes to lead
52-37 with 11:03 to play.
The Chippewas, 1-1, came

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)Junior guard Gary Grant
scored 24 points and Michigan's defense shut down Central Michigan most of the
second half as the Wolverines
trounced the Chippewas, 7656, last night in non-conference college basketball.

OPEN
11 AMM0N-SAT
12 NOON SUNDAY

'"6

FAMOUS

*
Ox

Me

The Zips put four players in
double figures. Eric McLaughlin
scored 15, while Marcel Boyce
added 11.
"We are just going to get on
the bus and try to forget about
this one," BG forward Anthony
Robinson said. "We are going to
So home and try to get ready for
londay."
Things don't get any easier.
BG travels to Columbus Monday
to face Ohio State.

^TOASTED GARLIC BREAD

i! !!i (ADD
/Ann«i
meMFATHAIISCMITA
SI FOR
MEATBALLS OR ITAUAIi SAUSAGE)

1432E.WOOSTER
352-4663

$270.00
plus gas & electric

Senior guard Garde
Thompson had a career-high
19 points for Michigan.

MERRY AVE. APTS.- 516 E. MERRY
FRAZEE AVE624-670 FRAZEE
FIELD MANOR542-560 FRAZEE
RIDGE MANOR APTS.519 RIDGE
PLUS OTHER LOCATIONS

WITH OUR
**» r^ OC
HOMEMADE
?l S
SPAGHETTI MEAT ▼ AM
SAUCE AND
EVERYDAY

Two bdrm. furnished

and its outside shooting was
ineffective. The Chippewas'
leading scorer, junior forward Dan Majerle, was held
to six points.

CHECK US OUT FOR FALL 1987

PASTA PLATTER

Housing Openings for Spring Semester

Landlord pays gos heat,
shared electric

Martenet did play well in the
second half, notching 13 points.
Forward James Tyler paced the
Falcons with 15 markers.

GREENBRIAR INC.

FAST
FREE
DEUVERY
OPEN TO CLOSE

Meadowview Courts
Efficiency
$200 / mo.
Landlord pays gas,
shared electric

back with eight unanswered
points to cut the lead to 52-45.
but the Wolverines responded
with 14 consecutive points of
thier own to take a 66-45 lead
with 2:54 to play and put the
game away.
Central was unable to penetrate the Wolverine defense

fcenede,,

Happy from
Holidays

$225.00

defense and a strong offensive
rebounding effort. The Zips
tallied 12 of their first 18 points
by converting offensive rebounds into baskets.
Forward Shawn Roberts did
most of the damage, scoring 12
points and four offensive rebounds. He finished with a
game-high 16 markers.
"Shawn is improving," said
UA coach Bob Huggins. "We
really went hard to the boards
tonight."
Midway through the first half,
Akron held a 28-6 advantage

After the half, BG did manage
to whittle the Zips lead to 16
points at 50-34 with 11:44
remaining.

CMU defeated by Wolverines

352-6061

Furnished efficiency

- Jim Larranaga

before going to the locker room
with a comfortable 40-22
cushion.

224 E. WOOSTER
?*

352-0717

■:<W:.»»:.:-:.:*:-:*:-:*KW^^

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
o
o
BO'S LARGEST
ANO MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood Health Spa located at fl* and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

Christmas
Wrap and Trims
Discover the distinctive wrappings that make gift-giving a joy!

<: MCMWXXV Amtnton GrMngi Corp.

I
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Wyche predicts division title
CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach Sam Wyche
hasn't computed the Cincinnati Bengals'
chances of a wild-card berth. He figures
they wont have to worry about It.
Wyche insists the Bengals will beat their
last three opponents - including AFC Central Division-leading Cleveland- to overtake the Browns and claim the division title.
The Bengals'34-28 loss Sunday in Denver
dropped Cincinnati to 8-6, a game behind the
Browns. As soon as the game was over.
Wyche reminded his team that it had played
well against the Broncos and that a string of
three closing victories will still get them a
title.
"I wanted to make sure they remembered
that, and that we weren't out of the playoffs,
that even though we wen a game behind,
that three more wins and we were a walk-in,
that nobody else has to do a thing for us," he
said.

Last month, Wyche boldly predicted the
Bengals would win their last six games to
claim the division title. The loss Sunday
made him come up four games short on the
prediction.
Asked this week whether the Bengals
believe they will win all three of their final
three games - against New England, Cleveland and the New York Jets - Wyche responded firmly, "Yeah, we do."
THE BROWNS would automatically win
the division title by beating the Bengals at
Riverfront Stadium on Dec. 14. If Cleveland
wins that game, it can do no worse than
finish in a tie with Cincinnati The Browns
would get the title by virtue of a better
record against division opponents.
Cleveland plays at Buffalo this Sunday,
faces the Bengals the next week, and closes
the season at borne against San Diego.
A loss to the 10-3 Patriots on Sunday and a
Browns' victory over the 4-9 Bills in Buffalo

Williamson named
to All-MAC team

would cripple the Bengals' chances of gaining a wild-card berth and make a division
tifle remote.
The Bengals'defense will have to stop the
highest-scoring team in the National Football League on Sunday, led by quarterback
Tony Eason. Eason, the second-ranked
quarterback in the American Conference,
has moved the Patriots' offense with a blend
of short-and intermediate-range passes.
"There's not a lot you can do when the
quarterback is willing to lay the ball off to
the short receivers," Wycbe said. "As soon
as you cover them you don't have the
underneath support and be throws to open
receivers downlield.
"You'd rather have him hit more underneath, short throws and come up and make
the tackle with the potential for a fumble,
with the potential for them not making the
first down, than give them too many down
the field."

Gossett must 'kick' bad habits
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - No ultimatum has been issued to Cleveland Browns punter Jeff
Gossett, although Coach Marty
Schottenheimer said yesterday
the two have thoroughly discussed the problems Gossett had
in Sunday's 13-10 overtime victory against the Houston Oilers.
Gossett punted eight times in
the game, and only three of the
kicks carried more than 40
yards. The others went 14,32,24,
23 and 29 yards.

The last two came in overtime, but the Browns' defense
managed to overcome them.
Gossett tersely blamed the
poor punts on the wind, listed at
about 20 miles per hour, before
he quickly left the locker room
after the game.
"He had some trouble with his
drops," Schottenheimer said
Wednesday. "I'm sure he was
trying to make good drops because of the wind.
"It wasn't the kind of performance we need from Jeff."

Schottenheimer said be told
Gossett he should not adjust his
style dramatically to deal with
bad weather conditions.
"My philosophy is very simple," the coach said. "You cannot be concerned about things
you have no control over. You
have to focus on execution."
THE WEATHER is not likely
to Improve during the next several weeks, because the Browns
will be playing at Buffalo on
Sunday, at Cincinnati the following week and at home Dec. 21.

^

Wc have a complete line of: 5uzys "Zs>c
• X-mas cards (boxed and single)
• gift wrap • stickers • boxes
• tags • sweatshirts • nite shirts
• laundry bags • tote bags • etc.

Jeans N Things •
531 Ridge
352-8333

Hours:
M-F10-8
Sun 10-5
Sat 10-5:30

210 N. Main

COME HEAR
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Paul Ysebaert moved into
Uth place in the Falcons'
career scoring list, last SaturThe junior forward, now
tied with Rich Nagai (197376), upped his career totals to
59 goals, 97 assists and 156
points. He needs only nine
more points to tie John
Samanski (1981-84) for 10th
place.
Goaltender Gary Kruzich
needs only eight more career
saves to tie for the school
record set by Wally Charko
(1977-81).

HOCKEY: Don Barber was
named BG's hockey Player of
the Week for his play ui the
series loss to Michigan State.
Barber, a junior left wing,
scored the first goal of Friday
night's M overtime loss and
continued to skate well in the
remainder of both games. He
now has notched nine goals ad
12 assists for 21 points in 16
games.

Thursday, Friday,
Saturday
Dec. 4, 5, 6
Dtignafd Drivr Participant

%*

Off-Campus Student Center 7:30
Sponsored by: Student Consumer Union
Student Legal Services

CCHA STANDINGS
1. Mich. State (15-1-1)13-1-0 26
2. L. Superior (11-4-1)10-3-1 21
3. BGSU (11-4-1)
9-4-111
4. Wester. Mich. (9-7) ^6-016
5. m.-Chicago (94-1) 7-6-115
6. Ohio State (4-11-1) 4-9-19
7. Ferris State (6-11) 4-10-0 8
Michigan (4-12)
4-12-08
9. Miami (3-13)
3-11-06

ristmas beat
99

2 for *20 -

|BQSUM*"^eatshirtsI

TONIGHT
Thursday, Dec. 4
'Call to place your order today!
Wizard Graphics

!

112 so. main st.

Holiday Craft Fair
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THE TRADITION THAT JUST WON'T DIE-

j

December 8-10
10am-5pm
in the

COMMITTEE WEEKS!

Grand Ballroom
2nd floor, Union

Led by the ever humorous Ed "We
KlHMfcNl

D D D D

Friday night's game
against the Broncos will be
featured as the PASS network's "CCHA Game of the
Week."
Game time will be moved
from 7:30 to 7:35 to accomodate for the network.

D D D D

"^ Richard Epstein, President
Better Business Bureau of Northwestern Ohio

CpOlU®

The Hooey Baker Award
returns to BG on Friday more
than four years since former
Falcon Ail-American George
McPhee was honored with the
award for being college hockey's outstanding player in
1981-82.
McPhee, now on the New
York Rangers' injured list,
will attend the game against
Western Michigan and personally receive the award
which will make its first "oncampus" appearance.

BASKETBALL: The Falcons will have their work cut
out for them during the 198686 season.
The Falcons will play 11 of
its games against eight o
nents who competed in eill
the 1986 NCAA or NTT tournaments. Included in the list are
Akron, last night's rival, and
Ohio State, next Monday's
opponent. The Buckeyes won
last year's NTT competition.

Aces & Eights

Spend CHRISTMAS $$$ Wisely
*

D □ D D

FOOTBALL: Falcon gridders Mike Otten and Eric
Smith have earned academic
all-district honors and are
two of nine MAC finalists for
the Academic All-America
team.
Otten, a senior running
back, is maintaining a 3.68
grade point average in Biology, while Smith, a junior
quarterback, carries a 3.8S
g.p.a. in Finance.

Howard's club H
karara:::::^^^

Friday night's Ice Arena
crowd of 3,793 broke the single-game attendance record
of 3,780 set only three weeks
earlier against Ohio State.
The Falcons are averaging
almost 3,450 fans per home
game this season, well above
the building's listed seating
capacity of 3,000.

FALCON NOTES"

"It's a real challenge for him.
There's no doubt about it,"
Schottenheimer said.
Placekicker Matt Bahr had
been the Browns' backup punter
until he was sidelined for the
season by a knee injury two
games ago. Wide receiver Clarence Weathers is now Gossett's
understudy, but he will not be
called upon unless Gossett is
injured, Schottenheimer said.
Gossett bad been averaging
43.2 yards per kick, but that has
now dropped to 41.8 yards.

ares?;^^

Have a
SuzylS "ZPO
Christmas

□ D D □

BG's Jo Lynn Williamson
was honored as a first team
selection on the All-MidAmerican Conference's volleyball team as selected by
the league's coaches.
Williamson, a 5-10 junior
from Fuxflay, Ohio, was selected to the six-member
squad for the first time. During the 1986 season she broke
BG records for most kills in a
season, most digs in a season
and most service aces in one
match.
Falcons' setter Linda Popovich was also named to the
honorable mention squad despite being only a freshman.
TTie 5-4 native of Battle
Creek, Mich, ended the season with the Falcons' record
for the most assists and service aces in one campaign.

** Jammin' Mahn" Link.

Patty Behte • Lynn Bigenwaid • Kelly Burdinc • Sarah Christman
Pamela Ciccone • Jennifer Coranam • Janell Crossfield • Michelle
Dobbs • John Gunn • Wendy Hamlin • Sue Ann Harvey • Heidi
Hawer • Brenda Heinemeyer • Cheryl Hughes • Amy Link • Cindy
Long • Mary Kaye Merquarok • Jeryl Nellett • John Oddo • Michelle
Peters • Lauren Peterson • Melissa Rife • Joe Slagle • Betsy Stuart
Denise Thomas • Audra Wilson

DOZENS of crafts
and Handmade
items.
(U, %.t W..L WORLD PREMIERE VIDEO!
Secrets Of the TltanlC The only program available on me discovery and exploration of the Titanic.

MENTAL RATIS

•••SWCIAl****

Sam* Day
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Wtoo Rocordani
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Sun. overnight
Turn, overnight
ThuratoMon
Sat to Mon
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10*3 N. Main b*hlr>d Conv.nl.nr Stor.
354-1401

Mon-ThurslO-9

Fri-Sal 10-10

Sun 10:30-7

Anw icon E«prmt. Phillips 76. Union

I Find the perfect
[present for everyone
[on your shopping list.

Classifieds
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CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS

awia I OHM. MM eewn
■UIMOHn 352 7268

• "PIZZA PARTY"PWDAY. D6C 5. 8:00 PM--100 A M AT
THE NORTHEAST COMMONS SHAKE OFF
THAT ENO-Of-SEMESTER FEEUNG OF KSAtsTTY! SPONSORED BY THE GRADUATE
STUDENT SENATE
*2 DONATION RE
QUESTED AT THE DOOR SEE YOU THERE'

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy MM. oblectrve Brluiiilatlun By eppontmenl or walk m
Cal now 354 HOPE

Free to Good Home'
2 adorable mate kittens need a home' Approx 3
mo ok), attar-trained and vary playful One gray
and white tiger, one charcoal gray Cal Keren
352 9600 after 1 pm or PM 267-3116 offer
6pjBL

Free Curl Raraura
BtaO. Man Onry
382-8815

GET THE SCOOP
on achotarshrpe hi the Corkage of Education.
Thursday. Oeoerrrber 4. 7 30. 110 BA

WtCII
All WICI members ere rmtted to a spacM
Hepay rtsara to arid an Mia eemeetar. Happy
lew a are at MNtan'a on Dec 4th tram 6-6
p-m. Hope to aae you all tharal

GET THE SCOOP
on scholarships In the Coeege ol Education.
Thursday. December 4. 7.30. 110 BA

PENT A LOFT FOR SPMNO MM.!
Give yourse* room to relax1
Free pickup and Oetvery.
opkonal eeeernbfy
For kilo on how to regtatar
cat Loft Construction
»MW M-F. 95

ATTENZlONE K. CIROLO ITALIANO
Conversation hour Coma practice your Itaftm
and meet others who are interested In the Itafan
language at Potyeyee 8 30 p m . Thursday

GET THE SCOOP
on scholarships In the Coeege ol Education.
Thursday. Dec 4. 7 30. 110 BA
GET THE SCOOP
on scholarships in tha Coeege ol Education
Thursday. Dec 4. 7 30. 110 BA

D«c. 4
"•POaWaTTTlAS-"
The perfect way to brighten up your place or
share x-mes cheer with a loved one. On sale
now rn tha MSC or BA btdgs TWO sizes FREE
DELIVERY! Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
•Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast•
Sunday. December 7. 1988 10 302 30
St Thomas Moors Cafeteria
Harp us support Protect HOPE
For ticket rnformetion eel 372-2750
•Pin Mu Pancake Breektaat'

Mktceeany Magaime Spnng Issue Organize
ttonai Meeting. Tuesday. December 9. 0 p m .
Weal Hal Commons, second floor
On Dec 9. Women lor Women w*. meet in the
UCF Lounge lor a meeting to plan leak lorcea
and cooroinate programs 7 9pm Al are
welcome
Pet A People Photos with Santa
Saturday. December 6th

$20 ottered lor dependable nde to Cleveland
Airport on Wada . Dec 17th Must leave BG by
1 45 "Man cal Carol at 2-1224

SERVICES OFFERED

Happy Birthday to you
Happy Birthday to you
Happy Birthday Phi Mu
Happy Birthday to you!'

Atvsnslen Shefty (later
and John lerkebUe
Are you ready to pert/*
Wa aura are1
Winter Wonderland m Napoleon
a not too tar'
Love. Rusty and Jennie
P S High intoxication expected"

HEY PHI DELTS
Tie me beginning of the season
lor a vary merry warm-up with
al of you
Looking forward to tonight
LOVE. THE PHI MUS

ATTN:

VOLUNTEER 4 VETERAN
OUtOESI

TOUR

THIS SATURDAY. DECEMBER 6TH IS
PREVIEW DAY NO 2 ALL GUIDES ARE TO
REPORT TO THEIR RESPECTIVE STATIONS
AT 9 30 A M SHARP SEE YOU THERE
AVOID CHRISTMAS FRAUD
Coma hear
Richard Eppelem. President
Better Business Bureau
Off-Campua Student Center
Moeekry Hal
Today at 7 30

HEY PLEDGES OF i.Q.S.U.I
You need to be in the NE Commons Thuraday.
Dec 4th al 8 pm to party 'SUMMER IN
DECEMBER" ■ 12 am
PS Don't forget me wed Jama'
HO' HO' HO'

rrsuAOi
Shopping trips
Dec 6 Frankenmutfi. Mich . $8
Dec 7-Southwyck Frankan Park. $4
Dae 13-Farrlane Mai. $6 SO
Sign up today lor one ol the lew remaining
appeal

MARK'S

Large 1 Item Pizza
•4.00
IN-HOUSE ONLY

I Call 352-3S51 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
■M MMMM. ■■ "P. 13

TtldbBONE.

1
I
I

M ■ ■■ ■■ ■■ ■!

FteHCHHOM—

THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND
CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

Jus! Arrived
Pi Beta Phi Apoaqued Sweatshirts
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge
KEN SCHRAMMOon't lorgal Monmouth Duo' I'm glad I asked
you or waa It tha other way around ?i Anywaygat psyched lor a wad Pi Pr.-Theta Chi party'
-Karen
P S Don't forget to brmg some cards'

SELLING I SALES MGMT CLUB SOCIAL'
Fn . Nov 8 M Mark a. 6-8
Bring tumblers It you have not purchaaed one
yet they can be bought at ate door See you
there'
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN. 1-11, '87
1NP INCLUDES: TftAMVOeTTATION, ACCOMOOATIONS, PARTIES. CONCERT. LIFT
TICKETS
»M» 11100 DEPOSIT)
ALSO AVAILABLE
SOU, SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT, 10%
(XOTMNO) PURCHASE OttCOHm AT VaXINO SKI SHOP-TOLEDO. SIGN UP M UAO OFFICE, JRD FLOOR UNION. SIGN UP M NOV.
TO IE EUOmt TO WIN A GIFT CERnBCATI FROM eWTDAieCl.
SPENO CHRISTMAS 111 WISELY
Richard Eppetesv President Bettor BuaWais
Bureeu *• speak on Chrketmee fraud ana what
to watch out tor Off -Campus Student Center
Moeeley Hel
Today Dae 4. 7 30
Tt» Flower Beakel
• country flower a grfl shop mat lor you' I66S
Main Downtown 352-8395
The Golden Key
National Honor Society
wishes to Invite new and eld members
to the new member reception
Sunday. December 7, 1108 at 3:00 p.m.
lenheti Grand Ballroom
Untvershy Union
Queetsi
To Dan:
You brought me roses.
I thought may ware sweet
You eatd Fa> Island
Just couldnT be beet
But ma Oma I've got it
This weekend's a must
•t the Monmouth Duo date party
Wei drink M wo bual
Love. Pam
Typing and Word Processing Sarvtoaa and
Reeumes Thesis and dauertabone AtoZOeteacroaa trom UtaYrrans. 352-5042
Typa^-Transcnptlons Tax Prep first RSV
Reeeonable Rates Many Typeetytea 10S
OFF an ad Cal 668-2288 7 days par week,
anytime
What la Monmouth Duo?
1. Tha Social Event of the year'
2. An annual event given by the BGSU PI Pha)
and Kappas celebrating their founding at Mon
mouth Coeege
3 An event hrak) on OecemOer 6. 1988 wan
entertainment
4 It's better to Duo at Monmoum
Winter Bke Storage
SI 4.99
PurcaTs Bke Shop
352-8284
"Women In neegren Can I Be a Femmral and
SM Be Roagous?
Karen Thompson United Christian FeOowaNp,
and Alma Karcher St Thomas Mora, w* present a program Tuesdey. Dec. 9 M 7:30 p.m. In
the State Room of tha Union. Sponsored by
Women for Women, the program la tree and
open to al

WANTED

1 female roommate to subleess apartment
close to campus Only $ 116 a month and etecthe Cal 353-3721 anytime

Life te tul of upe and downs.
So whan you're down, remember
Your sisters are hare to help you up'
(Especewy me') MERRY CHRISTMAS"
OZ Love and lots ol mine. Big Jinny

1 Roommate lor Spring Semester
139 S Coeege. $ 112 60 rent (house)
Own room-doee lo campus-Cal 353-5710

Hrstol I'm grarJuaangl Need 1 female to share
hwnWted 1 bedroom apartment ep/tng
aemeeler FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREEI Cal
Rose 362-6741
MALI NONSMOKING ROCswMATE NEEDED
TO SMARO- CtlE-BEDROOM APT SPRING
SEMESTER ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
$130 MO sELEC CALL DON 352-1710
l to sublease aparsiirait for Spring
aemeeler Close to cempua PtoBBa ca*
384-0028. 8120 par monm fKajdee haM.

1 female to subteeas apartment for Spring
Semester Contact Law 352-784?

Dooporetery seeking 2 lemefes lo aubliaei nice
2 bedroom auaibTkem across trom Harshmen
Quad Al utetttee xiduded. except electric Cal
fmmedeUeryi 353-2348
Efficiency-al uttnee paid $180 par monm
Spnng Semester Cal 353-7300 anytime

doee to camCal Judi

One female lo share apartment wsh 3 others
spring aemeeler Cloee lo cempua -E Marry St
ONLY 8100 a rtiormi and electric 383-1930
ONE MONTH FREE Haven HOM apartment
One tomato nssled to eiHtoaas lor Spring 86
Cal 372-8409

Traneter etudant needa femele roommate to
share apartment spring semester Own room.
$135-month Cel 614 468 8873 cosed after
5:00 p.m.
WANTED: MALE TO SUBLEASE APT FOR
SPRING SEMESTER ONLY $500 RENT FOR
ENTIRE SEMESTER MORE INFO 353-1860

HELP WANTED
Campus taval raprssansalrt needed to promote Spnng Break lour to Florida Earn money,
tree travel, and outstanding marketing experience Cal Inter-Campue Programs at
1-800-433-7747 lor detaee and information
mawer

(aymnrasSCa rnetrucnon -permme looking lor en
thueieetic and rjependobte person to teech preschool t beg rialm Cal Sunrlea Gymnastics
Aoad 641-2002
Help Warned
Competem. effkaent typist needed Musi be a
sell motrveted mrkvldual reoulrtng me auparvtswn 70 words par mrnule requred. memory
wtttor experience prelened Apply al lONKO'S
COPIES. 113tSaaYotda
Heap Wanted
Kay Operator -Counteroerson
Bright sett starters wanted tor Ul end part-time
temporary help from January 2nd -January
31st Mey develop Into permenent position Apply before Dec 10th at KJNKOS COPIES. 113

Guess What:
lo the

r MXMLEji

nnt

2}

2!

people al each aanr.

AdrJuooal P. tot) 2Si a ba| and ilCE Peter Cain
poam for cvn •Ml

It dash car atoreo FuJ tau Tan. auto reverse.
dtxby ayaaam, Mactronlc lunar (Free note*
■tor) $125 Cal 354-6103.
JVC portable atereo-biforw: aound-metal tape
capebaxy $200 cal 353 7300 anytene
Two round tnp sckats from Detroit to Los
Angeles Dec 24 leaving San Frenclsco
Jaeuary 8. 1987. $240 eech ticket Cat
372-2077. or 364-2138
Lrrvted AJrOne ticket Detroit to Denver Leevae
12-20 returns 1-10 $270 pnee rwoo. cal
362-1900

FOR RENT

1 MALE NEEDED TO SUBLET APARTMENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS (BEHIND DEXTER'S)
FOR MOP* INFORMATION CALL 382-2614
2 lemefee wanted to sublease apt lor Spring,
Very doee to campus. $125 ee . plus stoc.
Heel pd. Free cable balcony Would ahere rg
bedroom, k) lying room > kitchen 352-9611.
Shan or Cherts
3 Gredueting Seniors era deeperate to rant a
OaeuSrut. spacious 2 bedroom furnished apartment Free heel and water Please oaf NOW
383-3317
Apartment to rs taaas or
354 3533 or 354-1862.

sublease

Cat

AfftWIMlM HIVn#ajVCtatty ROOfriTUlfo) rMa>*lO*>0 10
shere houee with fwo g-1s $580 per semester
on E. Wooslsr- very doee to cempua Cal
353-3628
A elibli January 1 Large amgle room with i
cooking and private bath $174 a month <notuotig uttatlea Altar 5 cal 363-3101 or ■
352-1832

:i

FEMAU NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APT. FOR
S*MM SEBSESTER. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MARY ROSE AT 35J-107S
FOR -SUBLEASE SPRING 87 -FURNISHED f
BEDROOM -2 BATHROOM APARTMENT.
$3704lWflTH $ UTaV 841 8TH ST.. NO 7CAa 352-9302
Houeee end apartments doee to campus tor
Summer Semester 1987 end 1987 88 school
year 1-267-3341
Large 1 podroonT tumlsnsd afjaHinsf rl Ideal tori
graduate or working person-couple Pod. laundry, free cable and bus service Cal Tony or
Caron at 3532332
i shere houee Need male to
shere eperllliaiil Four month leese tor 2nd)
semester Cal 352-7365
Need to sub Is sea super apt tor second
aemeeler
Very srsafikTUS. lurmehed. one
bedroom 216 E Poo Rd No 28 Come to
see anytlms afler 5 00 p m or cal 352 1 188^
$275 -mo Greet lor 2 people Fuel 15 days
Newly rsmodared houee lor rent rrvaaaote se
rxnd aemeeler CaO 353-1731 anareoopm
One person needed lor a two person apart
rnant Inexpensive close to campus, no eecutt
ly depoM needed For Spring Semester, cat
352-7108
i Efficiency Apt., 215 Poa. No 60!
$166 unlurmahed. al uWlkn included'
AvawattleDec l6ll»uMay 15. 1987

TMEO OF
subleeae 3
lass cable
graduating
353-1581

New Jersey end New York temeas are seeking
•ve-m care tor me« cnldren Salary S150 week
wit up. room, board, and airfare provided no
toe Openings avertable for persons with
aaaOYa chad cere ak*a Contact Chad Cars
Raaouroas (809) 683 9505 Monday FrkJey.
10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Seeking Mate Arjcacanta
who are wSarvg to permit MMW
Student* to perform a aanNM examination on
mam WB pay $28 par aaseton Cal MedkceJ
&3a»g«ol peso at 381-4909
Sal lor Avon Chnalmaa Earn 36 50X $5 00
lea Cal 362-8406

1973 Chevy Nova Rune great, body good, ex
oaOent winter uwewtesrjri $480 oM PM
363-2706

%
>

FOR SALE Micro Turn table 2 speakers with
8" woofer. 2 1-2 tweeder. Bel radar datoctor.
portable AM FM Caeeette wtm (letacheble
CM 362-3016.

Mature, eras— rndrvtdual needed lor cheo care
fn my Perryaburg home 1:308:00 p.m., 3
days a week Chedren a agee 7. 8. 3 I 1
874-1197

lO-apeed bete lor sale
$50 or beat otter
Cat Carol M 372-1224

210 MSC
7:30,9:45,MW.
•1.50 w/ID

turnfture.

SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER -2 bedroom;«,
houee. $100 a monm11 Close to campus Cal I
now, Darren. 353 7216

'71 BUG rune wef has title rust AurJovox
Musts, good coeege car $600. Dawk.
372-3894

Dec. 5 A 6

Dorm-aired refrigerator, bedroom
ranch more Cal 364-1862.

Mraxe hundreds weekly mrasng circulars' No
quofaal UmSsI Rush sal addressed stamped
snvelepe AM MAR 258 Robartaon. Dept P4.
Beverty HBa. CAS02I1

tit's A Wonderful Llfei
Dcc.4
GishThealtT
JL
8:00pm
*4«SFREE

Compile ma of Nutrition. Diet and Personal
Care products Independent dwtrfbutor ol Carnam Amerlce. kic For tree reaaeYjnQe send
nama'and address to: 1830 Juniper Or . Apt
101, BoarOng Green. OH 43402

1 remote roommete needed to suhlsaas tor Sprrig Semeeler Cel 364-1684 lor

One lemaas lo share
pua SI 20 par monm
363-1484

=Weekend =

= Thursday =

CAR CASSETTE DECK, HY-RANOE CB.
POWER BOOSTER BEST OFFER, 384-1392

NOWIeWKlsW FEMALE lor Spring Sam
Nroapatce Cel 354-6602

FOB SALE

UAO CAMPUS FILMS

AvanS Re*lgaiatui 1 8 ou R. capacity like
newmuat sea rhk) wee* $76.00 or be* ofler
Cal 372-6770

Need one parson lo nHlssse Moa. clean apart
men! tor Spring with 3 mere roommelea 4th and
►eghSreel $600 aemeeler Cel 363-8805

,

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER
APARTMENT ON 4TH STREET RENT-S620
A SEMESTER WILL TAKE $4 50 New Carpet
and fumrture Must see! CALL DIANN AT
353-0606

Plant the S.E.E.D

FLUTE..

I Spring Semester May rent
Cal Party 352-2465

Cook wanted lor fraternity Send raxaceeon letter wall reteisiiues to Pla Gamma Dana. Bowl
kit Green, OH 43403 Ann Steward.

ur Use-

COMING IN JANUARY

Fenvate inon.rwa. needed let Spring Semester
Oeee to campus and Inexpenerve Cal Debbie.

Sublet houee al 609 Second St. Jan-May; 3
Mdroama. $94 mornri t utatiee Completer,
rumtahad 383-5912 aek lot Lauren. NoeSe

1 female lo sublease Scon rtamrlton apartment
»S2 26permo plus stoctnc Cal 352-8801

372-2188

ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE
APARTMENT
SPP1NG SEMESTER-VEL MANOR ACROSS
FROM IWML HAU- PLEASE CALL 353 6605

FlooiTeTrato desperately needed to ailaaaee 3
bedroom house on South Summrt. many extras
II htorailej, contact Dave at 364-1792 or
353-2240

1 female lo llfl^aaaa apartment tor Spring
Semester Coxy aprarUnaill. doee to campus
Very pig and lots of room 353-1489

PHI DELTA THETA RUSH

FfMALE

ONE SMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE WITM THREE OTHERS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER ISUBELET) CALL 363-4217

LESLIE FELDERSTEIN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SIGMA CHIALPHA QAM LAVAUERMO TO MATT I'M
SUPER HAPPY FOR YOU" DOES THIS MEAN
I'M GOING TO HAVE TWO ROOMMATES INSTEAD OF ONE NEXT SEMESTER?
LOVEYA.
OEIRDRE
P S BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MOORE MUSICAL ARTS
PERCUSSION

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR LARGE APARTMENT ON CLOUGH
SPRMG SEMESTER -CALL CATHY 354-8900

HAPPEMN AT 101 PIKE

JANKC FRANTZ.

Mary Gorman
Congratulations on your PI Kappa
Alpha Ph, Mu lavaaerlng 10 Alex1 There's
nothing Ska a Mile stem dancing with the PaXA'e
from Wieem and Mary Love. Amy

IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN ONE OF
THESE ENSEMBLES CONTACT:

CLARINE7

FEMALE IWOMMATE WANTED
TO SUBLET HOUSE ON WOOSTER ST
CALL 353-0010

RUSH PHI DELTS

I kked your letter, pleass see me m person
OPUS

tJOSU BOXERS! YOUR X MAS GIFT THIS
YEAR STARTING THURSDAY AT THE BA
BUILDING! UMITED SUPPLY SPONSORED
BY THE SELLING AND SALES MANAGEMENT
CLUB

419-255 7769

njBA

OOLF SALE Shoe now lor Chrislmeei
December 3rd I 4th, 10 6
Forrest Croeson Golf Course 372-2674

BG Staff and Student discount program on new
and used cars Cal or see Program [Vector
Mary Kane M Jrm Yark Otda-AMC. 841-7771

Abortion
Caring and ConiWent.il
Center lor Choice
Toledo

i
i
i

GET THE SCOOP
on echoraretepe In the Coeege of Education.
Thursday. Dec 4. 7 30. 110 BA

ATTENTION SORORITY PLEDGES!
Coma Kxn tha X-mas fun at a tree tnmmmg party
Friday. Dec 5th between 1 -2 p m al the Wood
County Senior Center Meet In front of the
Union at 12 15

9 30-Noon

RIDES

GET THE SCOOP
on scholarships In the Coeege of Education.
Thursday. Dae 4th. 7 30. 110 BA

GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON--SAT 11-fl

AH Pledge Cless Dee-Together
"SUMMER IN DECEMBER-

BG Lincoln Mercury. N Main St . $8 50 to
benefit Wood County Humane Society
Spend Chnatmaa $$ Wraely
Come hear Richard Epstein Prae . N W Ohio
Better Business Bureau TONIGHT Thurs .
Dec 4. 7.30. Off-Campua Student Center
Sponsored by Student Consumer Union & Student Legal Services

FH40 OUT HOW TO SPEND YOUR X-MA8 II
WISELY. Richard Eppetem President of the
Better Business Bireeu w4 be speaking on how
to avoid fraud I save SS Today Dec 4. 7.30
In the Off Campus Student Cantor, aponeored
by Student Legal Services, end Student Consumer Lrnton
Fort Myers. Fta artne Mckef departs Toledo
Dae. 18 Returns Toledo. Dec 29 362-2691
attar 6 382-6317 anytime

Attention Social Wort Marora
Don't mass a night of fun
Meat at 7 30 at Sundance
Tonight'

L.A.QA
The Lesbian and Day Alliance meets lonrght
for a Christmas poOucfc to be held at the cochair's apt For transportation, meat at the
Relgrous Ed Room at St Thomas Mora at 8 30
p.m That is the last meeting of thai semester
Al supportive persons are awled Bring a

Plant the HID
Ptent the S.E-E.D

PERSONALS

Am you looking tor experience In your malar? The Waahrnqton Center Internship Program
oflera nternehips tor ALL MAJORS in
Washington. DC Find out mora Information
TODAY at 3 00 p m In tha State Room. Union

BG News meeting tor volunteers writers and
photographers every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hal For further Information cad
372-2803

Don't you wtah you were
SNOWBOUND?

on.

1977 OUs Omega Good condition and runs
wel $400 or deal oner Cal 364-6208
2 round-trip tickets to Tampa. Florida $250
eech Leaving Toledo 12-22 return January 6
Cal 257-2986 altar 6 00 p m
7 SOFA GOOD COtWION. $48. 353 0391
Aouerlum for Sere
2* gaeon set-up mdudea pump. tHers. hood.
IgN lah and aceaaaorlss Cat 383-8906

CAMPUS? 3 people needed lo
person apertment Reesoneble rent, ;
pool, greef locanon Cal oesperete
senior tor more information at '

Two bedroom two parson apartment available
next Bam. Cloee to carnpua. $ 150 person plus
uOrtles (Bonus) I sign before 'Mas Cat
363-2446

COOP CORNER
FINANCE MAJORS A Toledo company needs
Junkjra or Serwxs for Spring Semeeler with M
West 3 0 OPA Pays over $1.000 month EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY" Cal Diana SI
372-2451 or slop by the Co-op Office. 238
Administration
ACCOUNTING MAJORS: Toledo compeny
needs Juniors or Seniors tor Spnng Semester
wtm at ksasi 3 o OPA Pays over si 000-monm Do not let true one gel by you" Cea;
Carol M 372-2452 or stop by tne Coco Office
238
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SALES Local
oompeny needa Sales or IPCO majors who ere;
Me Juniors or early Seniors tor Spring/
Jianilli Pays $6 00-hour plus mlsega Ex
ceSsnt chance to obtain experience' Cel Carol
al 3722452 or alop by the Coop Office 238
ArJrrerrUswon
VCT mTERN warned tor Cleveland Corporate
Audlo-Vieuet Dept Paid poalbon tor Sprxig
ieirilllsi. Cal Dane at 372-2461 or atop' by
tha Coop Office 238 Admm
Mr)S<X>MPUTER SCIENCE mayor warn Data
Base I and Lotus. Micro computer knowledge a
muet WD aaaial ayatom analvat m Production
Syatoms Comrol Area. Great pay - exceeent
company - grand experience tor Spring
Biiiieslll - a bright future' Cel Carol M
372-2482 or sup by tha Co-op Office. 23*

****************

HAIR REPAIR

*' — •' CBS#1
PICK*HIT

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL
$,

f
J

no
shampoo

(regular $10)

p Opening 9tm available

PERM
SPECIAL
$.

''f-f-

25 on

+

!

352-2566

R

l^V^i.
■***%"

short
hair

Coupon must be presented (Sm)

^^cTo^
LP or TAPE
128 N. MAIN/DOVVNTOWN
************

H Breckenrldge, Colorado

YdkReHouMbcUTacoBefl

bt** -\ '

§fcj fflO

MANDATORY
MEETING
SUNDAY, DEC.7
7:30 P.M.
118EPPLERCErTTER
UMtTEO SPACES AVAILABLE

IIWfclrtfOCAUBOeCOfi^^

